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Author: Karedi / June 3, 2019 Level of new characters can be a dull grind. This little guide will help you save valuable time... and allows you to start with 46 qualification points. 1. You must have acquired the extension of the Forgotten Gods. 2. You must finish the campaign on Elite or
Ultimate at least once (Ultimate recommended... Elite doesn't give you nearly as many experience points). 3. Choose your character who has finished the campaign on Elite or Ultimate and go to this merchant in the conclave of three: 4. Purchase one of these runs (run on Elite will unlock
only Elite, not Elite and Ultimate): 5. Put the rune in a common cache. 6. Start a new character. 7. You have to access the prison. So talk to Hanman Jarvis and Captain Bourbon, as always. Captain let you in after you killed the Rescitator in the Funeral Cave. Do it and talk to the captain
again. Talk to the Gate Keeper with your hand, go to your hiding place and activate the run. 8. Now go to the main menu and switch difficulties to Elite or Ultimate. At Elite or Ultimate you can talk to the Gate Keeper at the beginning... With hilarious results: 9. Your next stop is the spirit of the
guide. Just end the conversion with it and you get the next huge chunk of experience: 10. Once you've done it on Elite and Ultimate, you should be around the level of 15/16. I recommend playing the game on normal from now on. If you have a decent outfit you could try to kill the
Reanimator on elite and then going to exp away collecting quests (crystals/scrap/tissue). But fighting a lot on elite and especially on Ultimate will be a pain and a waste of time. Also keep in mind that you should get a new outfit as soon as possible, since level 15 zombies won't even notice
the bumps from the puny level 1 stabbing thingy. Anyway, you will come across Warden Krieg very soon... Find out if he expected this: Game: Grim Dawn I'm currently working on violas, but the re-level through the game (particularly normal/elite, as eventually at least you have a challenge
and a chance for a legendary fall) began to wane on me. I use xp potion, but I was wondering if there is a search route people follow to make it faster. Now I do all the quests, basics and sides, and explore most of the area. I have so many builds I would like to try, but I'm rather burned by
the alignment by the time I get into the elite. I'm not looking to miss the level completely with pre-made saves or such. Just to make it faster so I can still build my character, but it doesn't take me many hours to do it. Page 2 14 comments Grim Dawn zgt; General Discussion of the topic
Details OMG Fast Crucible alignment! So I was reading on the elaborate mate of farming places when I stumble upon an old post on agriculture and In Crucible. As I sat there reading, my excitement began to build and needless to say, I immediately jumped into building a new character as
soon as I finished. I had a stash full of top-tier gear from a previously looted loot waiting, I had a lot of XP potion, I had some prime XP gear for violas, and I had to see it through. Not only did I align pretty quickly, but I soon found that you can also acquire dedication points as well, win, win
as far as I was concerned. So after a few days of intense XP grinding I finally hit 100! I start setting up my gear with components, adjusting her skills and dedication points as I want, and thinking ahead to the faction foreshadows resists when it strikes me... I haven't made a single minute
story with my new max level beast. Now I'm sitting here starting to feel completely crushed to run through the story twice, not only to run through it, but also to do a bloody search for a faction rep, bag extensions, and additional attributes and skill points. Now I wonder if I even want to put
extra time when the excitement I had, being drained away. It's like my mom always told me, There's never a shortcut in life. ... Sigh. Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Hi all. I've been leveling some violas
through Crucible, and I figured you guys might have liked a few tips/things I learned. This setup can work with some twink gears and without. The basic idea is to fake a caster in the sense of a high mana regen mainly using spells on the level, even if you plan to do a different build. Gear :
Explorer's Set, Guardsman Set, Maiven's Set, Herald's Set, Alchemist Belt, Perdition Set, Praetorian set, Medal with resistance/survival stat, Rings/Ammy with resistance/survival statistics, any relic, ectoplasm and spell-based component. (This outfit is mostly based on choice. There's all
kinds of lvl 20-40 sets you can use. I suggest Maiven's/Herald's for better casting/regen and perdition because it's the whole set so no thinking required :D) No Gear or Crafted: Explorer's, Guardian, Witchstalker Pistol, Ranger Icon with Resistance/Survival Statistics, Rings/Ammy With
Resistance Stats/Survival, Various Created/Self-Driving Check out the crucible supplier for some early medals. Components : Flintcore Bolts (spell, small ao/dot), Ectoplasm (mana regen), Riftstone (small ao, mobility), Devil touched ammunition (spell, small heal), Anti Venom Salve (health
regen), Mark Dreeg (spell, dot) and anything else that you might prefer for aura. Step-by-step guide: Start the character and grab Francis Gun/Olman's Axe from 2 houses and any nearby books (prison book). (This will help you a few levels just from mobs/books) Choose your level and
choose 1-2 damage spells to use for alignment. You may need extra skill points to get to them. (Ideally 1 goal and 1 aoe) Enter Crucible and start with waves 1-10. Once completed grab the loot and use some of the early items and buy pots or send some more. When you click lvl 7 quickly
you can equip one of the early components to get to use the spell or just use one of your level level Also, customize the rings/ammy/helmet with some ectoplasm for early regene. (Spells like Crack Lodestone Spell, Olexra Flash Freeze, Eye Dreeg, etc.) Keep working towards higher waves
as you feel comfortable. Ideally, the faster to 50, the better. At level 15, equip a higher component like Flintcore Bolts/Devil Touched Ammo/Mark Dreeg for the best version of the spell. (Put all statistical points in physics for early use of solid armor.) At level 20, you can start wearing some
created/found gear as a set explorer and a guard set at 22. (You can work out 2p both if you have recipes, if not just use the outfit of chests and craft Witchstalker pistol, if possible, to use components and additional regen.) At 25 years old, you can equip Maiven if you have. At 29 years old
you can equip an alchemist's belt to have a switch. At 35, you can equip the Herald. (Try to grab defensive ability/spell to help survive if you have extra points.) In 40 years you can equip the Perdition set for massive armor/retribution. This improves squishiness from earlier gear. (At this
point, you can start powering through normal mode (ideally with reputation bonuses, or you can wait until 50) at 50, you can equip a pretorian set for insane tankiness. (At this point, there is definitely power through normal/elite to get a reputation for additions. Tips: It's a relatively fast
alignment depending on what skill you've chosen at the level. Early tributes must be spent on points of devotion (after 24 points of devotion, the cost becomes prohibitively high, 18 tributes for) until you're comfortable enough to hit 50 waves. Save enough points to start at checkpoints (5-8)
for the highest exp and rest points can be spent on dedication. It's about 1-1.5 levels on 50-70 waves after the completion :D of the loot. If you can, click on Wave 90. and you get a solid amount of tributes for a 50-90 push. For example, a normal mileage will look like this: start with a wave of
50 for 8 tributes, push to 70/90, get prey, freshen up on a wave 50/70 for 5 tributes, push to 70/90, get loot, repeat on wave 50 for 8 tributes. Mastery : Some examples of craftsmanship/ spells are Arcanist - OFF, Trojan Shards, Panetti Rockets Night Blade - Veil at Night Chill, Amarast,
Fantasmal Blades Occultist - Dreeg's Eye, Blood Dreeg, Curse of Frailty' Demolition - Vindictive Flame Deafening Jacks, Cocktail, Big Fire Ball (Flint) - Forsway (1 pt) Internal Trauma (maxed), Field Command, Warcry, Blade Arc Shaman - Devouring Roy, Capture the Vine, Wind Devil
Inquisitor - Word of Pain, Word of Renewal Necromanzer - Raise Skeletons Spectral Binding, Ill Omen Recommended Masterpieces Inquisitor (Word of Pain, Word Update) Update) Necromanc (Almost All) EXPAC NOTES : Both new masterpieces are EXCELLENT ways to level alts. They
can both cope with the limitations of other masters in Crucible. The Word of the Pain of the Inquisitor is a strong elementary point (several types of damage) that equally hits one target and aoe (only the most muscular mobs do not die in the first tick at the max). Word updates are also strong
early positive and on-demand heal, which can be very good at low crucible levels. The Inquisitor is greatly enhanced by the transmission listed here because of the emphasis on elementary damage. The necromanter has many options for Crucible. You can go pets (Skeletons, Blight, Bone
Harvest or Crow's Land), caster with cc (Bone Harvest, Crow's Land, Ill Omen), melee caster (Bone Harvest, Ravenous Earth, Spectral Wrath) and more. Basically, necromanc is a soldier with magic. Bone Harvest comes with several types of damage and hits like truck and buffs you and
your pets. Sick omens can be used for cc if you get overwhelmed. Ravenous Earth is a solid, low CD Aoe, which is also a significantly polished Soul Harvest. Spectral Binding is a good aura that puts strong debuff resistance and a point for those who attack you. The necromanc is especially
strong in this, it really doesn't matter what kind of outfit you wear. I don't even use my trusting fireball on my necromanth. I'm just using Bone Harvest and Crow Earth. My buddy is going full of pets and doing very well. Fight: The basic idea of fighting varies spells to kill them quickly before
they hit you. Less running time means faster spawning and more exp. If they reach you, then just kite or use a health pot. (If you have a Perdition kit equipped they just kill themselves if they reach you.) Mobs don't start hitting very hard until 50 waves (the main alignment is done through
waves 40-70 or 50-90). Because you are ranged, ideally the best Crucible card is The Crucible Dead. This map has a large open square with 4 spawning on each corner. This allows you to shoot in multiple directions very quickly. One of the problems is the lack of spells and abilities. Try to
grab some extra OA from the loyalty or gear as you can get it. Try to get several types of damage because there is always someone very resistant to the type of damage. (For example, fire/poison, physical/lightning, etc.) You can spend tributes on banners/buffs for combat bonuses. I'll leave
that choice to you. Example Gear Setup : This is what I usually work on my toons from 1-50 (transfer lvl requirements apply). If you need a switch, the shoulders of the Guards shield will work. If you have a belt of alchemists, use Spellfire Wand Tom for sweet Here is a small link ( with the
most commonly used elements and devotion. Example Of Devotion Setup : This is what I usually run when aligning my toons. They add extra regen, damage, reduced resistance, and additional aoe. Level 1 should be enough, but if you want to go deeper you can go level level I almost
always choose the sailor's leadership regardless of assembly. Love stats and speed moving :). Level 1: Spider, Owl, Crown Rowan, Viper (18 Points) Level 2: Candle, Magi (28 Points) You can, to a large extent, choose all devotion to use. For example, you can go all passive with the
guidance of a sailor/lion/Scythian or Hippopotamus/Viper/Crossroads or even a Viper/Lion/Scythian. EXPAC NOTES : The expansion has opened up so many more constellations to use for early Crucibles. Toad, quill, Murmur, Rattosh and Arfa are very strong low-cost options in addition to
those that are higher. The Inquisitor may even miss the Hippopotamus, as they already have healing. Necromants have many options due to their many types of damage (cold, ether, poison, pier, vitality, and vitality of decay). Let me know if you have any questions/comments. Thanks for
reading :). Page 2 Chthon: Wait, can you level in the crucible? As SF alignment perhaps I was curious about the reason back when I started the game I did do with a fraction of gears you don't have to SF in Crucible. I will not say that it is impossible, but the level of speed there depends very
much on the quality of your assembly and gears. In MC you are less burdened with crap gear and build, but exp is limited to enemy levels as well as how fast you can travel. Serimert: Level in the crucible for early points of devotion. I farm the crucible until I have 22 points of devotion, so at
the end of the first difficulty (it equals 25 levels as I remember), I have to have all 50. Wow?! Since when can you get loyalty points in the crucible? Stupid_Dragon: You don't have to SF in Crucible. What is SF? List of abbreviations failed me again Relinfearous: What is SF? The list of
abbreviations failed me to find myself again... :rolleyes: good guide ... although I haven't tried lvling in cruc... PrinceXavieR: self-found... :rolleyes:, makes sense. Thank you, yes! kyleblake92: Wha?! Since when can you get loyalty points in the crucible? You have always been able to get
loyalty points in the crucible. There's a vendor out there that will allow you to buy them. sfbistimg: You have always been able to get devotion points in the crucible. There's a vendor out there that will allow you to buy them. I missed the trick here! I thought it was purely for the campaign, so I
went through it and back to the crucible - back and forth! fanatik: How many hours does it take to get a symbol from 1 to 50 in the crucible? The number of hours depends on your choice of skill/spells. My current demo is 11 hours and level 46.5. My Arcanist aligned much faster because of
the kill rate (2 Olexra's Flash Freeze No. 2 Trojan Sky Shards kills most waves.) There may be a more streamlined hyper-optimal alignment option, but this guide wasn't there for that. This is the warrior dynasty guide version of the XD guide. As far as self found, it's not like Not good. The
main damage comes from your component and spells, so the transmission can be basically anything that helps survival. Armor, resistance, really anything. Most recently switched a component of my demo spell dreeg in Gaze poison because I found sweet poison poison Wand. If you don't
have craft recipes you will probably find a few of the chests you can use. Once you hit 25, you'll start to find more blues mixed with greens, so you'll most likely find these Herald's/Perdition pieces. Chthon: Wait, can you level in the crucible? As SF alignment perhaps I'm curiously the reason
back when I started the game I did do with a fraction of the gears I agree your very first time, playing Grim Dawn should be a normal run through the campaign (to gather some resources and experience). After that, you can align the alts just fine in Crucible or campaign. I made violas
through both methods just depends on your mood :). Lol. was going to ask how to get a rudely scrawled note without having to go to jail. Went into the game with a new character, and lets say, well, that was easy Nodders: Lol . was going to ask how to get a rudely scrawled note without
having to go to jail. Went into the game with a new character, and lets say, well, that was easily Nice :D, there are a few other books on the way to the axe of Allman and Francis Pistol. This first note is a huge amount of xp. Just head up, I updated the guide for a decent amount. An example
of the gear setup has been added, additional information about tributes (cost/use) has been added, and an example of the launch has been added. I'll try this when I start a new character. Thanks for the info! Sounds pretty cool. As an Altaholic, I get a little tired of the MC. And I have most, if
not all, of the gear you're talking about. I think I'm going to give this a try. The question: I plan to do Necro as soon as the expansion hits. What class do you expect to compliment that build? Droppin: Passage: Start the character and grab Francis Gun/Olman's Axe from 2 houses and any
nearby books (prison book). (This will help you with multiple levels just from mobs/books) Choose your skill level and choose 1-2 damage spells to use for alignment. You may need extra skill points to get to them. (Ideally 1 goal and 1 aoe) Enter Crucible and start with waves 1-10. Once
completed grab the loot and use some of the early items and buy pots or send some more. I prefer to start a crucible. Grab prey from the body in front of the main npc. buy a weapon with two hands and an armor piece I don't have from a supplier. Use it to send the first 10 waves. From
there, the rest of your steps are likely to match. Just grabbing an axe or a gun takes some time. Two hands lightning sword would be the best option. Overall none of them will be used long enough to make them worthwhile for a while though. Each item will be leveled after the first trip
through the crucible. saves a lot of time to just start on the crucible. Love the guide, it is very useful. Shame that the level in the crucible burns me very much for some reason, even when I'm trying to entertain myself by watching something on another monitor. Its very monotonous, especially
with the lack of instant xp/item drops, but instead of going through all the waves first. Queue. Sounds pretty cool. As an Altaholic, I get a little tired of the MC. And I have most, if not all, of the gear you're talking about. I think I'm going to give this a try. The question: I plan to do Necro as soon
as the expansion hits. What class do you expect to compliment that build? Idk is enough about the necromanter ante to adequately answer this question, but it seems there is a big impact on the elementary damage on the part of the Inquisitor. I hope it will work well with the Arkanist (make
old school fantasy masters and such). For the necro hand, I believe it will air/cold/injury/vitality of decay so a few classes will work well with it. LeadShorts: I prefer to start the crucible. Grab prey from the body in front of the main npc. buy a weapon with two hands and an armor piece I don't
have from a supplier. Use it to send the first 10 waves. From there, the rest of your steps are likely to match. Just grabbing an axe or a gun takes some time. Two hands lightning sword would be the best option. Overall none of them will be used long enough to make them worthwhile for a
while though. Each item will be leveled after the first trip through the crucible. saves a lot of time to just start on the crucible. Time/effort (maybe 5 minutes) to grab the axe and the gun serves multiple purposes. First, you get a good chunk of exp/levels on the way (spells/stats). Second, you'll
have decent items to put your components in. The 2hander is strong, but you put yourself in danger without being limited to pots. I tend to stick to the gun and just spam fireballs/shoot until I can get ectoplasm and wand'tome. Most of the damage is not hand-to-hand combat. The idea of
assembling varies to spell combat so that the gear you use doesn't matter with regards to weapon slots. Just anything that can match the components (ideally also magic damage). Wiking: Love guide, it's very helpful. It's a shame that the level in the crucible burns me very quickly for some
reason, even when I'm trying to entertain myself by watching something on another monitor. Its very monotonous, especially with the lack of instant xp/item drops, but instead of going through all the waves first. It can be boring for sure. I like to turn on a podcast or music when I level that
way. You can add a little trouble to make it more interesting. For example, try wiggling your way to the next boss level and beat it sooner than you should be able to. Swap some talent around to try new spells you haven't used. I plan on updating when the extension comes out. Let's see
what :). The Inquisitor looks like a possible addition to the recommended masterpieces. I can or may not be biased against elementary xD damage. ← the next page in the → frequently asked questions/Service Privacy Policy Guidelines grim dawn fastest leveling build. grim dawn fastest
leveling class
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